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When shopping for prom dresses or homecoming dresses, it is always important to keep your body
type in mind. Whether you are slender, busty, petite, shaped like an hourglass, a pear or an apple,
you are sure to find one of many prom dresses that will flatter and highlight your figure. One of the
number one mistakes girls make when shopping for prom dresses is picking an ill-fitting dress. This
is why it is important to know what body type you are, whether slender or a figure more suited for
plus size prom dresses. Once you have that in mind, the rest is easy!

Types of Prom or Homecoming Dresses for your Body Type

With a slender figure, you will want to draw attention to your bust line and or waist line to achieve
the illusion of curves. Slender figures can also achieve the look of curves by choosing prom dresses
that fit snuggly around the waist or come with a fashionable belt.

A busty figure can either call attention to that or draw away from it. If you want to highlight your
assets, choose a prom dress, whether petite or one of many plus size prom dresses, that highlight
the neckline. To draw attention away from your bust, go with a dress that highlights the hemline.

A petite body type works best with delicate, feminine prom dresses that will not overwhelm your
shape. Traditional gowns and full skirts give the illusion of swallowing you up so better to go with a
short fun dress.

Ideally, you will want to have an hourglass figure because pretty much any style of dress will fit the
shape and contours of your figure. Your even proportions will work in your favor when choosing a
prom dress.

For a pear shaped body type, go with a dress that accents your top, as well as your bottom. Comfort
and style are the most important things when choosing homecoming dresses and a form fitting
dress may be exactly what you are looking for.

For an apple shaped figure, go with a dress with higher waistline so your problem area is not
highlighted by the tightness of the gown. You can still play up the style with fun accessories but
keep in mind the overall design you want to keep. 

Whatever your body type may be, never fret that there will be a perfect prom dress to go with your
shape!
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 For fabulous a formal prom dresses and accessories to go with it, visit Prom Runway for a
homecoming dresses! It is your number one source for all things chic, fabulous, and affordable to
make prom the night to remember!
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